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Client Reviews
Estelle Cameron

Premier Plus Ltd
    

4.9 out of 5

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying a house

How did Estelle help you?

Explained every questions that I have asked and very patient

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

This is the best already! =)

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

House purchase

How did Estelle help you?
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Estelle was very efficient and went over and beyond to help me find a suitable mortgage. My
requirements changed and werent straight forward but Estelle was also friendly and
professional.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, I have now been able to buy my own house.

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage enquiry

How did Estelle help you?

excellent service

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing everything went well

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

New Mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Find the right interest only mortgage

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Nearly, house sale still to be completed

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Requiring a Mortgage for an onward purchase, but also for guidance on our options with
potentially renting a property out and buying another.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle understood our needs and provided options which were relevant to us, also helped us
overcome some hurdles along the way.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, we now have our mortgage in place ready for completion.

What could they have done better?

Nothing :)

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Wanted to replan and reschedule mortgage, to find competitive mid-range fixed rate.

How did Estelle help you?

Advised on the best options, given age and income. Sought and secured competitive rate.
Really helped to navigate a complex marketplace.
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Not much. Estelle has been proactive and helpful throughout the process.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking to buy a house and needed help with getting a mortgage.

How did Estelle help you?

She provided a range of possible mortgage options, for which we took out a five year fixed
interest mortgage. Before the end of the fixed rate mortgage term she contacted us with
further possible mortgage offers which lead to a new and better 5 year fixed rate mortgage
deal.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

Not a lot. I was happy with the service and the outcomes.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

First time buyer

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle got our first mortgage for my partner and I.
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

With her help it was an easy process, with no stress and she replied to all our questions
quickly. She kept us updated throughout the whole process! Would highly recommend for all!
Fantastic service - would use again if ever needed.

Review from Verified Client
.

London | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging house

How did Estelle help you?

Arranged a range of quotations and then processed repayment mortgage.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing really.

Review from Verified Client
.

London | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I didnt have the time to search the mortgage market personally.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle has continually reacted and adapted to changing scenarios with regards to both the
market and my personal circumstances.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes. Estelle had helped me secure a mortgage on more than one occasion.
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What could they have done better?

Nothing. Always quick to update and respond to me.

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Advised by estate agents

How did Estelle help you?

Mortgage application

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Not yet still in the air.

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

General mortgage renewals

How did Estelle help you?

Arranging replacement/ new mortgages

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Everything was fine
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Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage for BTL property

How did Estelle help you?

Found me the best deals available

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I needed mortgage advice in connection to a divorce case

How did Estelle help you?

She provided the initial information at the start of the process & updated the information
regularly for the courts over a 3yr period

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes & although the initial contact was purely for divorce purposes I have now secured a
mortgage to purchase my own property through Estelles advice

What could they have done better?

Nothing personally, just wish the lenders were as prompt with their responses as Estelle is
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Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Our origional mortgage application was under dispute

How did Estelle help you?

Provided second mortgage application as quick as posible to prevent delays in purchase
process

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Fortunatly our origional mortgage application was successful so second application no longer
required

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | August 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

As our mortgage broker

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | April 2021
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Portfolio landlord and Investor

How did Estelle help you?

"I have recently started using Estelle and her team at Premier Plus for BTL mortgages. Have
been impressed with them so far. Infact I have had a mortgage advisor for years but this
team seems to have stepped up their game and is now as good as my previous advisors. As
a result using them more and more. Please continue to be proactive as you have been, there
has certainly been a marked improvement in this service.Would certainly not hesitate to
recommend them."

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Achieved

What could they have done better?

Ensure proactivity is there. Improve respond times to queries.

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | April 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Advice for Buy To Let property

How did Estelle help you?

Excellent communication. We have used Premier Plus twice already, each time we received
great service that leads us to a successful mortgage application. Thank you!

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes

What could they have done better?

It was perfect :)

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | April 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Very very good

How did Estelle help you?

"Hi my name Harpreet Singh from lutonIm very happy with premier plus ltdWhen I was bye
house 3 year before its very quickAnd now renew in 3 days I tell many many people
Specialey Estelle She very help fullThanks all team "

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

All good

What could they have done better?

1000%

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | March 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Securing a 5 year fixed term

How did Estelle help you?

Premier Plus offer a professional service but also ensure that a personal approach is given
too. Estelle managed my enquiry swiftly and I am happy with the outcome.
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Lincolnshire | March 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were looking for a mortgage advisor to help us move house and Estelle was
recommended to us by some close friends.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle was really helpful as we are self employed and just converted from a Sole Trader to a
Ltd Company we were uncertain how this would affect our standing to achieve the mortgage
that we wanted.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, Estelle was excellent at advising us the of all our options to make a decision and to
enable us to move home.

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Berkshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

First property purchase

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle has always been extremely professional, prompt with replies, always keeps you
informed every step of the way and will always do her best to meet your requirements.
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Cannot recommend her highly enough!

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, the outcome was exactly what I was hoping for.

What could they have done better?

In all honesty, there is nothing more Estelle needed to as she tends to cover all bases with
her work ethic and normally exceeds expectations!

Review from Verified Client
.

Leicestershire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

To provide clarity and better understanding of the best mortgage for us

How did Estelle help you?

Provided clear and key information to enable us to make a sound decision

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed to move home

How did Estelle help you?

Found me the best offer for me

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes
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Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Property purchase

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle did a great job for us. Finding us suitable mortgage very efficiently.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, we have received suitable mortgages comparison and successfully applied for the
mortgage.

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | February 2021
.

     4.3 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage advice, help remortgaging.

How did Estelle help you?

Found suitable products and help with the process.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, happy with the outcome.

Review from Verified Client
.

Lincolnshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Moving house

How did Estelle help you?

Quite mortgage options and then arranged the mortgage for me

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle and Lisa helped me on all 4 of my home mortgages when I moved home. She showed
me several options with all terms.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

London | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging

How did Estelle help you?
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She scoped the market for the best deal

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Absolutely

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Re mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

She found the best deals and Managed the whole process smoothly and effectively.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage Renewal Advice

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle was professional, friendly and helpful to my needs. The options were explained to
fully to me, outlining the benefits and pitfalls. Estelle's advice was unbiased and clear,
allowing me to make a decision on the products that were offered to me.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes I have a mortgage that I am really happy with.

What could they have done better?

Nothing. Very happy with the service provided.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buy to let mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Found us the best deal

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Re-mortgage arrangement for a shorter-term and investment advice for spare income.

How did Estelle help you?

Excellent, prompt, clear and impartial communication that provided clear information. Estelle
was always very responsive and keen to help.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

Hard to think of anything Estelle could have done better.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service: 
src="https://assets.vouchedfor.co.uk/img/rating-star-full.jpg"/>

  
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Very professionaly

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Yorkshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortage enquiry

How did Estelle help you?

She helped to assess mortgage options for a buy-toilet property

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes indeed

What could they have done better?

Everything was done perfectly and always quick to respond
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Solid mortgage advice and arrangement

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

.

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We have several rental properties and need to ensure that we get the best deal

How did Estelle help you?

She researched market deals and provided us with options

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

With a mortgage.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes. I'd thoroughly recommend her.

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Suffolk | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

mortgage

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Bought the house

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     4 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed to review mortgage options.

How did Estelle help you?

By providing options cheaper than my then provider.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

The options offered met my needs.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I purchased a new residential property and required advice on a new mortgage and
mortgage protection insurance.

How did Estelle help you?

Provided advice tailored to my needs and assisted in obtaining the mortgage including the
application forms.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were looking for our first mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle managed our application from start to finish. Gave us every piece of information
required and took all of the stress and worry away.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

100% the outcome we looked to achieve

What could they have done better?

Not applicable

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needs someone to give me unbiased advice

How did Estelle help you?

Ms Cameron, explored various options and supplied me product I choose, very happy overall

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, advised on this product, and giving options

What could they have done better?

No, overall very happy with her selective product

Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?
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I was looking to remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle presented me with several good options to remortgage.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, I secured a good deal and she helped answer all my questions promptly and accurately.

What could they have done better?

Nothing!

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     4 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were first time home buyers and not familliar with the whole process.

How did Estelle help you?

She helped us find the most cost-efficient deals for first time buyers and was responsive for
any questions we had. She was very accomodating and was helpful all throughout the
process.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes we have

What could they have done better?

None that i could think of as far as im concerned

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?
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we are having a mortgage for the first time and estelle abd the rest of her team were very
accommodating and provide quick responses to all our querries.

How did Estelle help you?

estelle was the one who advised us about our mortgage and helped us look for list of banks
who would help us to loan money for our mortgages and selflessly gives us the advises we
need in choosing which bank has better offers and understood our circumstances.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

yes. we got our mortgage and they still keeping in touch on how were doing.

What could they have done better?

the are absolutely amazing. many thanks

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I needed mortgage advice.

How did Estelle help you?

To find a mortgage I could afford.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

Nothing.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed to secure a mortgage for my first home purchase.

How did Estelle help you?

She provided a list of mortgage providers who were able to take me on at that time. I didn't
have a permanent residency in the UK at the time, Estelle was able to still find a good rate
for me despite this limitation.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Gave me advice and range of mortgages available. And helped secure a mortgage

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage and equity release from 2nd property

How did Estelle help you?

Found the best options to meet our needs with the minimum amount of disruption and costs
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Far exceeded our expectations

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Changing 3 mortgages

How did Estelle help you?

Excellent, accurate, clear and friendly advice at all times. Complex set of issues which Estelle
was right across and always gave us the confidence she was on top of things.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

All good

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging my house

How did Estelle help you?

Mortgage broker

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing, this was a particularly challenging job due to my personal circumstances and the
financial affect of the pandemic

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging property, after coming to the end of a fixed term, as previously arranged by
Premier Plus

How did Estelle help you?

2nd time of using Premier Plus for my mortgage needs and each time has been effortless and
have been treated with the upmost courtesy and respect. Would not hesitate to recommend
and have done on numerous occasions!!

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, mortgage application accepted and progressing as planned

What could they have done better?

Nothing!

Review from Verified Client
.

Surrey | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Moving house and end of deal mortgage review

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle found a number of offers in market for us to choose
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed a mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Arranged mortgages on our behalf for the purchase of two separate properties, one in 2018
and one in 2021.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, Estelle went above and beyond in her help, particularly in liaising with our solicitors.

What could they have done better?

Nothing to be honest, Estelle was fantastic.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Find a new mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Very helpful and quick response.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, we have got the best deal on the market.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I was looking for a buy-to-let mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle assisted me by finding me the most appropriate mortgage for my circumstances

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes - Estelle found me what I was looking for

What could they have done better?

Estelle is extremely efficient, excellent at what she does so professionally speaking I don’t
believe her services could be approved upon.

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Firstly I was buying a house and then used Estelle again to remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

She sorted a mortgage for both

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, very happy with the results

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We needed a mortgage and subsequently re-mortgage to purchase our property

How did Estelle help you?

She made it clear and easy to get to the product that was right for us and saw us through the
process with clear advice making it easy to make sensible decisions.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

We have

What could they have done better?

Can't think of any improvements, did what it said on the tin as far as we were concerned

Review from Verified Client
.

Northamptonshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I was buying a house after my marriage broke up

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle gave me opportunities that wasn't offered to me elsewhere.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing she helped me with everything.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Manchester | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Purchasing our first property

How did Estelle help you?

Offering information and providing a thorough list of mortgage options available to us

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Herefordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying 2 properties

How did Estelle help you?

With the mortgages

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Not finished yet

What could they have done better?

Nothing, been excellent
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for a home mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Provided quotes from multiple mortgage providers and helped with obtaining the required
mortgage.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging

How did Estelle help you?

Provided excellent advice and make me rethink my preconceived ideas about certain types
of mortgages.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, most definitely.

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Moving home and also re-mortgage due to current deal ending

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle searched for the various options available to us and presented us with easy to
understand lists for us to choose our preferred option. The team kept us informed every step
of the way and were prompt asking for documents required by mortgage lender

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing - excellent service

Review from Verified Client
.

Warwickshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were purchasing our new home and sought advice regarding the best value for money on
a mortgage. In addition, we have used Estelle to support us in obtaining life insurance.

How did Estelle help you?

Esteemed went above and beyond every step of the way. She clearly explained the deals
available and promptly responded to any queries which we had. Estelle sourced a mortgage
with a very competitive rate which will save us quite a significant amount of money over its
duration.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, furthermore, Estelle also supported us in sourcing life insurance, again finding the right
product to support our needs.

What could they have done better?
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Nothing - exceptional service from start to finish.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Property investment

How did Estelle help you?

Helped me decide on the best Mortgadge for the properties and secured the best rates.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

100 percent yes.

What could they have done better?

Nothing, they are friendly professional and very good at what they do.

Review from Verified Client
.

London | February 2021
.

     1 out of 5

Advice: ; height: 15px"
src="https://assets.vouchedfor.co.uk/img/rating-star-full.jpg"/>

   
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We wanted to get a house in Coventry and it was our only chance to become home owner.

How did Estelle help you?

She was mortgage broker and we were referring to her.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

She caused us to not achieve any thing rather than lost our chance,money and energy.

What could they have done better?

She could spend time more on our case rather than to postpone everything to last
minute.also She didn't even try for anything.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I needed to re-mortgage and pay off my mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Listening to my personal circumstances and submitting a choice of attractive mortgages

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes i have a mortgage that should help me keep the roof above my head.

What could they have done better?

Honestly i cant think of anything else. Estelle and her team were very good and provided a
friendly personal service that went beyond reproach. I thoroughly recommend there services.

Review from Verified Client
.

Bedfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

To get our mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

She was so good getting our mortgage. Couldnt of asked for any better.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes we have
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Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for a mortgage we was recommended to Estelle. Very thorough service and very
happy customers

How did Estelle help you?

Organising our mortgage from start to finish

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

So far so good

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying our first home

How did Estelle help you?

Advice on mortgages available to me and my partner

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Absolutely, she helped us complete the purchase of our first home

What could they have done better?

Nothing as she was polite, timely and offered an excellent service

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Supplied a range of choices tailored to our needs

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes!

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for a mortgage to purchase a house.

How did Estelle help you?

Received fantastic advice and great communication throughout.Process was made very easy.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Most definitely.

What could they have done better?

Nothing that I’m aware of. Extremely happy happy.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for advice on a buy to let mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Explained all options. Suggested best rates. Arranged everything
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Can't think of anything

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Getting a mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle was always there if I needed her nothing was too much trouble .Estelle got me a very
low rate even though I could only get a 10 year mortgage due to my age my existing
mortgage company would not give me a mortgage

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Definitely been in my new house a year now thanks to Estelle

What could they have done better?

I don’t think anything could have been done any better Estelle goes above and beyond

Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying a home.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle helped us to find the right mortgage. She also helped us to remortgage our home
subsequently.
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Estelle provided an excellent service and secured very competitive rates for us.

What could they have done better?

Nothing. The service was excellent.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

House purchase

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle provided me with an excellent service from start to finish.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

100%! Estelle for me the best deal possible.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying & selling homes

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle has helped me on various occasions, finding mortgages and insurances & general
advice whilst buying & selling various properties. Estelle has so much patience and is very
friendly and supportive and Im my opinion, always goes on above and beyond. Nothing
seems to much for Estelle. She is always on the ball & explains things clearly and thoroughly
and really takes her time to ensure your happy & understand.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes

What could they have done better?

No

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

New mortgage arrangements and renewals

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle has helped me with every mortgage offer needed and every renewal

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Always she has always found the best deal that suited my needs at that time and has a great
attention to detail.

What could they have done better?

Nothing Estelle answers all questions timely and gives all the details needed.

Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were in the process of purchasing our first home.

How did Estelle help you?

She helped us through the process of buying our first house with ease and advised us on
setting up a Deed of Trust.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes, we did.

Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed a mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

Advice on availability mortgages

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We had found a property that we wished to purchase and needed to arrange a mortgage
whilst keeping our existing home

How did Estelle help you?

She found a lender promptly with a fantastic rate despite having an initial problem with the
original choice due to the property being down valued

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Unfortunately not but due to problems with the property so had to pull out of the purchase

What could they have done better?

Nothing. Estelle went beyond the call of duty overcoming the initial problem and finding an
alternative solution very promptly
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Review from Verified Client
.

Hertfordshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Needed help to secure the best mortgage rate

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle found a competitive mortgage rate securing the funds needed for our house
purchase.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying a property.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle arranged our mortgage for us.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing, Estelle was most helpful during the covid pandemic which caused issues buying our
property
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I was buying a property

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle researched the market and helped me decide on the right mortgage- this was done
quickly with care & precision

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

I am not sure anything could have been done better, it was an extremely busy time/in a
unprecedented pandemic and Estelle did update me ‘out of hours’ on a few occasions Which
was helpful

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We needed guidance on mortgages

How did Estelle help you?

My parents & our whole family are extremely grateful to Premier Plus Ltd for all their hard
work & kindness whilst securing their new home. Despite all the difficulties last year &
currently they never let us doubt we would achieve our end goal. They have always been
knowledgeable, attentive & extremely efficient.Kevin Hull & his fabulous team at Premier
Plus should be very proud! A special mention for Estelle & Roxy.
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, we a extremely grateful for all of Estelles help

What could they have done better?

We cannot fault their work & assistance

Review from Verified Client
.

Caerphilly | February 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I needed a mortgage just with my name after a divorce and was at a dead end

How did Estelle help you?

I first got in touch with team following a recommendation by an ex colleague. I was looking
for a remortgage after having a divorce but carrying marital debts was putting me out of
reach of banks, etc... The moment I got in touch with the company (Estelle initially and then
Mikealla) I felt they would do everything they could to help find me a mortgage and they did.
The mortgage company were using a free solicitor and this caused a lot of toing and froing as
they weren't very informative along the way and caused long delays, but Premier Plus kept
on top of them and any questions I had were addressed straight away and, if required,
Premier Plus were calling them daily. I can't fault their service at all, they are kind,
understanding and a very friendly team and as far as I am concerned went above and
beyond for me. I will be forever grateful. Alongside the remortgage I was offered help with
life insurance and they checked my current policy and found me the best policy out there for
me. Helen was a great help on this also. I totally trusted their advice and guidance.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, I was so happy when I was accepted for a new mortgage

What could they have done better?

The company the mortgage was with used free solicitors and this proved to be a hindrance
when getting things processed in a timely manner. However, Estelle and her team were on to
them regularly
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Assistance in finding and obtaining the right mortgage offer for our first time buying a
property

How did Estelle help you?

She took all our personal and financial details efficiently and then showed us what we could
afford and advised us the best mortgage option to go for. Estelle gave us many options. She
was so quick at responding to emails and no question was silly to ask her. She kept us
updated with the stages of our mortgage application and her and her workplace kept chasing
our solicitors to ensure our house purchase was moving along well

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes completely

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying a property.

How did Estelle help you?

Giving first class mortgage rates and advice to allow me to buy a property.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing - Estelle was both responsive and knowledgable of the current market.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Purchasing my fist home.

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle arranged my mortgage and was excellent in providing me with all options and
relevant information to find the most suitable lender and rate. It was amazing to have
someone so informative and contactable, especially being a first time buyer with so many
questions.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes!

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Buying first home

How did Estelle help you?

She helped me find the best mortgage and helped with the whole application process

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We wanted to buy a house so needed to put a mortgage in place to do so

How did Estelle help you?

Estelle was amazing from start to finish, efficient, kind and helpful and made the whole
process easy and stress free! Estelle responded to our enquiries quickly and was always
available if we needed her. Thanks Estelle and Premier Plus ? Sent from my iPhone

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Absolutely!

What could they have done better?

I really don’t think I could ask for a better mortgage advisor. Thank you Estelle

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage

How did Estelle help you?

She was very friendly and informative. Super quick at replying to emails and always giving
honest advice.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, Estelle completed my remortgage and got me the best interest rate Ive ever had.

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

First home and house move!

How did Estelle help you?

She sorted out both mortgages for us, made everything simple for us to understand and
replied to all queries so quickly!

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes!

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

Norfolk | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Re mortgage

How did Estelle help you?

I have worked with premier plus twice now and will continue to use them for more services
into the future. They are professional friendly and efficient. 100% I will be using this company
again.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing, it was all perfect.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Re-mortgage & house sale

How did Estelle help you?

I was recommended Premier Plus Ltds service by a friend and I could not be happier with the
great service I received, and the help and advice from Estelle and her team. This is the third
time they have managed a re-mortgage / sale process for me and on each occasion they
have sourced a product that was ideal for my needs and managed the whole process quickly
and efficiently. I would not hesitate in recommending them to anyone who requires the
services of a Financial Advisor.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing, everything managed to my satisfaction.

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage advice

How did Estelle help you?

I use Premier Plus to sort my mortages and will, highly recommend

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, always get good advice
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Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgaging

How did Estelle help you?

We remortgaged through Premier Plus Ltd and they couldnt have been more helpful and
interactive. Lisa and Estelle were extremely helpful and made the whole thing very easy. I
would highly recommend them.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes most definitely!

What could they have done better?

Nothing-Estelle was extremely thorough :)

Review from Verified Client
.

Cambridgeshire | January 2021
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Remortgage then advice related to property investment.

How did Estelle help you?

Clear, independent advice. Efficient and prompt service. My personal advisor was Estelle who
I couldn't recommend more highly.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Read more reviews at
https://www.vouchedfor.co.uk/mortgage-advisor/st-neots/063784-estelle-cameron/reviews

https://www.vouchedfor.co.uk/mortgage-advisor/st-neots/063784-estelle-cameron/reviews

